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ABSTRACT: Analyzing motion patterns in traffic videos can be exploited directly to generate high-
level descriptions of the video contents. Such descriptions may further be employed in different traffic 
applications such as traffic phase detection and abnormal event detection. One of the most recent and 
successful unsupervised methods for complex traffic scene analysis is based on topic models. In this 
paper, a two-level Sparse Topical Coding (STC) topic model is proposed to analyze traffic surveillance 
video sequences which contain hierarchical patterns with complicated motions and co-occurrences. The 
first level STC model is applied to automatically cluster optical flow features into motion patterns. Then, 
the second level STC model is used to cluster motion patterns into traffic phases. Experiments on a real 
world traffic dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method against conventional one-
level topic model based methods. The results show that our two-level STC can successfully discover not 
only the lower level activities but also the higher level traffic phases, which makes a more appropriate 
interpretation of traffic scenes. Furthermore, based on the two-level structure, either activity anomalies 
or traffic phase anomalies can be detected, which cannot be achieved by the one-level structure.
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1- Introduction 
Along with developments of intelligent video surveillance 
systems, dynamic scene analysis is a hot topic that has attracted 
significant attention. It remains a challenging problem due to 
complex video surveillance scenes with multiple activities 
occurring simultaneously [1]. In many surveillance scenarios, 
such as the analysis of a crowded traffic scene, various 
motions are involved. It is highly desirable to discover the 
motion patterns and obtain some high-level interpretation 
of the semantic content. For example, in a video monitoring 
intersection without any prior knowledge about traffic rules 
in the specific scene, it is useful to discover typical vehicle 
behavior and dependency involved in this scene and to detect 
anomalous motions for security concerns [2]. 
Typically, many vehicles are involved in the traffic video 
scene. Motion patterns of these vehicles usually have a 
hierarchical nature. At low level, the motion of vehicles 
might follow some regular flows. At a higher level, the co-
occurrence of multiple flows at the same time might also 
be subject to the constraints which define the traffic phases. 
For instance, in a traffic intersection, motion patterns are all 
regular paths going through the intersection which are called 
“activities”. Besides, the mixture motion patterns are possible 
combinations of paths determined by traffic lights which are 
called “traffic phases” [2].
Considering the hierarchical nature of motion patterns, most 
methods used for scene understanding and motion pattern 
discovery work based on hierarchical modeling.  One common 
approach relies on the long term object trajectory-based 
motion analysis. However, such trajectory analysis is still 

nontrivial under difficult conditions for the lack of reliable 
and persistent multi-object tracking algorithms. In addition, 
rapid adaptation to sudden changes in movement is often 
problematic. Object tracking methods need an accurate object 
detection, recognition and tracking, and due to occlusions, 
they face serious problems in complex or crowded scenes. To 
improve robustness, topic model based methods have been 
developed. These methods avoid tracking and are directly 
performed on low-level features such as object location and 
intensity gradient. The most popular low-level feature is 
optical flow that contains abundant local motion information. 
Probabilistic topic models such as Probabilistic Latent 
Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [3] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) [4], Fully Sparse Topic Models (FSTM) [5] and also 
non-probabilistic topic models such as Sparse Topical Coding 
(STC) [6] were first introduced to discover latent topics in 
large text corpora and then utilized by researchers for video 
analysis. The topic model has shown a great success to 
represent the low level motion features (words) in a lower 
dimensional motion patterns (topics) space, especially in 
complicated surveillance scenes. Low-level features are 
considered as visual words in video sequences which are 
treated as documents. Motion patterns can be discovered as 
topics (groups of visual words) shared by all documents.
Among different topic models, STC has demonstrated its 
effectiveness in finding meaningful motion patterns (activities) 
and discovering the abnormal events in traffic videos [7]. 
In this paper, we propose a novel two-level motion pattern 
analysis method based on the STC model. Without prior 
knowledge of the traffic rules, the two-level STC detects the 
activities as a mixture of optical flow features and discovers Corresponding author, E-mail: p.ahmadi@itrc.ac.ir
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the traffic phases as a mixture of activities according to the 
traffic signals. Traffic phases discovered by the two-level 
STC can be further applied to scene analysis such as temporal 
video segmentation and anomaly detection. Experiments 
will show that, besides the activities, our two-level STC 
can successfully detect co-occurrence of activities which 
are traffic phases and shared among video clips. Moreover, 
the two-level STC can be effectively employed for temporal 
video segmentation and anomaly detection. Throughout the 
paper, the clauses of “motion pattern”, “activity” and “topic” 
imply the same meaning. Also, all of the clauses of “mixture 
motion pattern, “mixture of activities”, “clusters of topics” 
refer to “traffic phase”.
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, 
a brief survey of the related works is presented. STC model 
is explained in Section 3. In Section 4, our two-level STC 
method for motion pattern mining and traffic phase discovery, 
temporal video segmentation and anomaly detection is 
introduced. Experimental results are shown in Section 5, and 
finally the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2- Related Work
The topic models can model relationships through the co-
occurrence of simple features at different hierarchical levels. 
Following this hierarchical interpretation, researchers have 
proposed some models with multi-level framework. The 
authors of [8] adopted the Markov Clustering Topic Model 
(MCTM) which was built on LDA and Markov chain for 
activity learning and video clip clustering. A model was 
proposed in [9] that relied on a Dirichlet Process (DP) to 
discover activities and their occurrences. In [10], Diffusion 
Maps were used to embed the words into a lower dimensional 
space and to cluster them into motion patterns while video 
clips were clustered to determine co-occurring motion 
patterns. 
The work in [11] relied on hierarchical PLSA to identify 
abnormal activities and repetitive cycles. The authors of [12] 
used a two level Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (called dual-
HDP) to detect usual and unusual activities in traffic scenes. 
For this purpose, the Dual-HDP model was employed to 
cluster all the moving pixels into activities. Moreover, the 
video clips were clustered into interactions. This two-level 
motion pattern analysis provides a good representation of 
hierarchical nature of video scenes. The authors of [13] further 
extended the dual-HDP with the delta dual-HDP structure for 
jointly learning both normal and abnormal behavior using 
weakly supervised training examples. 
A Markov clustering topic model with a three-level structure 
was presented in [14] which contained pixel motion, single 
object activity and co-occurring activities. The authors of [15] 
proposed a Mixed Event Relationship Model (MERM) that 
employed a binary activity matrix and discovered temporal 
relationships between activity pairs as well as global rules. 
Activities did not need to be dependent on the current state. 
Neither did they depend on any activity in the past. 
A two-level LDA topic model was used to learn the scene 
behaviors and to detect the anomalies in [16]. The first level 
of this model learns the single-agent motions and the second 
level is exploited to learn the interactions. Such a method 
was also used in [17]. In [18], a two-stage cascaded LDA 
(Cas-LDA) model was formulated for automatic discovering 
and learning of behavioral context. In the first level, regional 
behavior and context are learned by LDA, and in the second, 

global context over the regional models are discovered. This 
behavioral context was further used for video based complex 
behavior recognition and anomaly detection. The authors of 
[19] proposed a novel two-level HDP model to discover both 
activities and traffic phases.
The method proposed in [20], called Dual-Sparse Topic 
Model (DsparseTM) and used for text analysis, is completely 
different from our proposed method. The DsparseTM [1] 
addresses the sparsity in both the topic mixtures and the word 
usage. By applying a “Spike and Slab”, prior to decoupling 
the sparsity and smoothness of the document-topic and topic-
word distributions, it allows individual documents to select 
a few focused topics and a topic to select focused terms, 
respectively.
Despite applying different topic models to traffic video 
analysis, simultaneous usage of the advantages of two-level 
structure and non-probabilistic topic models (e.g. STC) has 
not been investigated in previous research works. In this 
paper, we develop an extension of STC employing the two-
level structure for traffic video analysis.

3- STC
STC [5] relaxes the normalization constraints made in 
probabilistic topic models. Such a relaxation makes STC 
enjoy nice properties, such as direct control on the sparsity of 
discovered representations, efficient learning algorithm, and 
seamless integration with a convex loss function for learning 
predictive latent representations. In STC, each individual 
input feature (e.g., a word count) is reconstructed from a 
linear combination of a set of bases, where the coefficient 
vectors (or codes) are un-normalized, and the representation 
of an entire document is derived via an aggregation strategy 
(e.g., truncated averaging) from the codes of all its individual 
features. 
Suppose a collection of D documents {w1,…,wD} is given 
which contains words from a vocabulary v with size N. A 
document is simply represented as a |I|-dimension vector 
w={w1,…,w|I|}, where I is the index set of words that appear 
and the nth entry wn (n ∊ I) denotes the number of appearances 
of the specific word in the document. Let β∊ℝK×N

 be a 
dictionary with K bases, where each base is assumed to be 
a topic base, i.e. a unigram distribution over v. We will use 
β.n to denote the nth column of β and βk. to denote the kth 
row of β. Let P be a (N-1)-simplex, then βk.∊P. For the dth 
document wd, STC projects wd into a semantic space spanned 
by a set of automatically learned topic bases β and achieves a 
high-level representation of the entire document jointly. STC 
is a hierarchical latent variable model, where θd∊ ℝK

 is the 
document code of document d and sd,n∊ ℝK

  is the word code of 
word n. Let 1{ , }D

d d d == θ sΘ   denote the codes for a collection of 
documents{ } 1

D
d d =
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The first part of (1) is equivalent to minimizing an un-
normalized KL-divergence between observed word counts 
wd,n and their reconstructions , . .

T
d n nβs . The ℓ1-norm will bias 
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towards finding sparse codes. STC can learn meaningful 
topical bases, identify sparse topical senses of words and 
assign a sparse number of topics to each document.

4- Two-level STC model
To make a finer perception of the hierarchical nature in 
traffic scene, activities and traffic phases (which are the co-
occurrence of activities generated by the traffic signals) need 
to be discovered automatically. In other words, our goal is 
to model not only topics but also the clusters of topics, both 
of which are shared among documents. Consequently, the 
two-level STC model is proposed. As named, it contains two 
levels. The original STC model introduced in section 2 is 
used in both levels.
The proposed method includes two levels of motion pattern 
mining. At each level, the STC model, with different definitions 
of words and topics, is used to discover the frequent motion 
patterns that exist in video data. The flowchart of our method 

is shown in Fig. 1. At the first level STC modeling, video 
sequences are divided into short clips, which are regarded 
as documents. Motion features are regarded as visual words. 
Activities (topics) are the motion patterns represented as a 
mixture of visual words. At the second level, we keep the 
same video clips as documents but consider the activities 
discovered by the first level STC as words. Due to the second 
level STC modeling, traffic phases (clusters of topic) are 
discovered, which are represented as a mixture of activities.
As shown in Fig. 1, firstly, based on the visual words 
extracted from training video clips, the first level and second 
level STC models are applied to learn the topics and traffic 
phases, respectively. Then, the learned topics are employed to 
define the topic proportion of the test video clip through first 
level STC modeling. Using the topic proportions as input for 
the second level STC, the learned traffic phases are employed 
to define the traffic phase proportion of the test video clip. 
Finally, the test video clip is assigned to a traffic phase with 
highest value in the traffic phase proportion.

Fig. 1. A graphical representation of two-level STC method for traffic phase discovery
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4- 1- Activity Learning by the First Level STC
Given an input video, the whole video sequence is segmented 
into D non-overlapping short video clips. Each clip is 
considered as a “document” in STC context. 
We utilize Shi and Tomasi corner detector [21] to find the 
key points and use these features to extract the optical 
flow using Lucas–Kanade method [22] from each pair of 
consecutive frames. To remove noise, a threshold is applied 
to the amplitude of optical flow vectors. In order to generate 
the vocabulary, the optical flow vectors are quantized into 
discrete visual words. Each quantized optical flow vector is 
considered as a “word” in STC context. Optical flow vectors 
are denoted by (x, y, α). The positions (x,   y) are quantized 
to the nearest position on a grid of 10-pixels spacing, and 
the angles of flow vectors,α, are quantized into 8 directions. 
Finally a fixed vocabulary is formed as v={v1, …,             vN} with N 
total flow words, in which each word contains information 
about position and motion direction. 
A video clip is represented as a vector w={w1,…,wN}, where 
wn denotes the number of appearances of word n in the clip. 
Using a word-document topic model, flow words with high 
co-occurrence frequencies in a video clip make a motion 
pattern (activity). Each motion pattern is considered as a 
“topic” in STC context. Motion patterns are represented as 
dictionary, β1, whose rows show the typical topics in the 
video which are a mixture of words from the vocabulary v.
In the first level STC model, the observations are words 
in documents, i.e. the quantized optical flow word in short 
clips, and the latent variables to be modeled are topics shared 
among documents, i.e. the motion patterns (activities) which 
are shared among all video clips. Activities are modeled as a 
mixture of flow words, and clips are modeled as a mixture of 
activities. The graphical model of the first level STC is shown 
in Fig. 2. In this figure, β1∊ ℝK×N is the dictionary of K topics 
β1k; document code θ1d is the topic proportion of document d; 
wd,n denotes the number of appearances of word n in document 
d; word code s1d,n denotes the proportion of topics assigned 
to the word n in document d; D is the number of documents 
and N is the total number of words in the vocabulary (Id is 
the number of words that appear in the document d); K is the 
number of topics.

4- 2- Traffic phase detection by Second Level STC
At the second level STC, our goal is to find out the mixture 
motion patterns defined by certain combinations of activities 
occurring at one time. The same video clips are denoted as 
documents, but the observations are the topics discovered by 
the first level STC, and the latent variables are clusters of 
topics which are also shared among documents. Therefore 
the traffic phases (cluster of topics) are discovered, which are 
modeled as a mixture of motion patterns (topics). 
By performing the second level STC, the co-occurring 
activities are discovered and considered as traffic phase. The 

second level STC model is shown in Fig. 3. In this figure, 
β2∊ ℝL×K is the dictionary of L traffic phases β2l; θ2d is the 
traffic phase proportion of document d; θ1d,k is the proportion 
of topic k in document d obtained from the first level STC; 
s2d,k denotes the proportion of traffic phases assigned to the 
topic k in document d; D is the number of documents and K 
is the total number of topics (Jd is the number of topics that 
appear in document d); L is the number of traffic phases.

4- 3- Temporal Video Segmentation
Given a long video sequence, it can be segmented based on 
different traffic phases. Our method provides an unsupervised 
manner to complete this task, by automatically assigning 
the video clips into traffic phases. From the two-level STC, 
we obtain a hierarchical representation of the dynamics 
contained in the video: the activities modeled as a mixture of 
visual words and the traffic phases modeled as a mixture of 
activities. Based on the STC model, we first use some video 
clips to train the model, detect the activities and discover the 
traffic phases. Then, each clip is modeled as the mixture of 
activities and is assigned to the traffic phase which has the 
maximum value in the traffic phase proportion. Therefore, 
the video can be segmented based on the assignments. The 
final result is a video, segmented into different traffic phases.
4- 4- Anomaly Detection
With the two-level motion pattern discovery, videos can be 
interpreted by the following hierarchical structure: motion 
features (visual words), activities (topics), and traffic phases 
(clusters of topic). 
Specifically, every visual word at each clip can be assigned 
to a certain activity and every activity can be assigned to a 
certain traffic phase. Therefore, motion anomalies can be 
detected at two levels:

•	 Activityanomaly: visual words do not belong to any of 
the activities;

•	 Traffic phase anomaly: activities cannot coexist with 
others in that clip according to the corresponding traffic 
phase.

Using the first level STC with assuming a dictionary β, for 
a video clip d with document code θd and word codes sd, a 
sparse reconstruction cost (SRC) is [7]:
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Fig. 3.The graphical model of the second level STC
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Fig. 4. Traffic phases in QMUL Junction dataset

Fig. 5. The motion patterns discovered by the first level STC
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and the SRC of clip d using the second level STC is: 

(3)
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Obviously, a clip with a high 1 SRCf or 2 SRCf tends to be with 
abnormalities. We consider 1 2SRC SRCf f+ as the SRC for 
abnormality detection using our proposed two-level STC.

5- Experimental Results
We evaluated the performance of our proposed method on 
the widely used QMUL Junction dataset [23]. The dataset has 
been recorded at 25 frames per second from a busy traffic 
intersection. The video files have been divided into 12-second 
non-overlapping clips, with a frame size of 360×288 pixels. 
The Junction dataset contains 73 video clips for training and 
39 video clips for testing. 
QMUL Junction is governed by traffic lights, dominated by 
four types of traffic phases as illustrated in Fig. 4. Specifically, 
Flow “a” corresponds to traffic in vertical directions. Flows 
“b”, “c” and “d” are regarded as traffic flows in horizontal 
directions. In particular, Flow “b” represents left-turning 
and right-turning traffics with some vertical traffic. Flow “c” 
corresponds to rightward traffic and Flow “d” corresponds to 
leftward traffic. 
There are 8 abnormal activities in the 39 test clips of the 
Junction dataset. The abnormal activities occur in the test clip 
numbers of 4, 8, 18, 22, 27, 28, 30 and 31. The abnormal 
events defined in these clips are dangerous driving, traffic rule 
violations, interrupting the traffic flow, and rare maneuvers 
such as U-turns. 
We set the hyper parameters of STC as λ1 =0.5, λ2=0.2, λ3=0.2 
through our experiments.
5- 1- Activity Learning by the First Level STC
Fig. 5 shows the non-zero motion patterns (activities), 
discovered by the first level STC model. The number of 
topics is set to 20. As it can be seen, each motion pattern has a 
clear semantic meaning. For example, the upward traffic lane, 
the downward traffic lane, the leftward traffic, and so on.
5- 2- Traffic phase detection by Second Level STC
Fig. 6 shows the traffic phases (a, b, c and d), discovered 
by the second level STC model. The number of topics is set 
to the number of possible traffic phases, which is equal to 
4 in QMUL Junction dataset. As illustrated in this figure, 
compared to the traffic phases shown in Fig. 4, the two-level 
STC method has found meaningful traffic phases.

5- 3- Temporal Video Segmentation 
The segmentation result is evaluated by comparing the 
recognized traffic phase of each clip with the traffic phase 
provided by the ground-truth. The ground-truth has been 
created by manually labeling the whole QMUL Junction 
dataset into 4 traffic phases. To find the correspondence 
between the traffic phases from ground-truth data (the 
actual phases) and the traffic phases recognized by the two-
level STC (the learnt phases), we employed Kuhn-Munkres 
algorithm [24, 25]. Using Kuhn-Munkres algorithm, the 
learnt phases are matched with the actual phases such that 
the accuracy with regards to the training data is maximized. 
The video segmentation results are shown by the bar graph in 
Fig. 7 for the training and test video clips. All video clips are 
labeled as phase 1 (phase “a”), 2 (phase “b”), 3 (phase “c”) or 
4 (phase “d”). As it can be seen in this figure, our traffic phase 
detection results for both training and test video clips are very 
close to the ground truth.
The accuracy of temporal video segmentation for the training 
and test video clips using the two-level STC are reported in 
Table 1. For comparison, we also report the accuracy values of 
the one-level PLSA, LDA, STC and FSTM (which their codes 
are available online at [26-29]) and also the two-level PLSA, 
LDA and FSTM in Table 1. As it can be seen in this table, 
the accuracy of the two-level STC is 83.56% and 76.92% for 
the training and test video clips, respectively, which is higher 
than other two-level topic models. However, compared 
to the one-level topic models, the two-level topic models 
often lead to lower performance in traffic phase detection. 
This shows that performing topic modeling and traffic phase 
detection in one level presents higher performance compared 
to separating them into two levels. The reason is that traffic 
phase detection and topic modeling can mutually promote 
each other. Information on the traffic phase of video clips 
helps to solve the ambiguity of motion features in discovering 
the motion patterns, and vice versa. Thus, coupling traffic 
phase detection and topic modeling into a unified framework 
produces superior performance than separating them into two 
procedures.
5- 4- Anomaly Detection
Based on the two-level structure, we can detect either 
activity anomalies or traffic phase anomalies, which cannot 
be achieved by the one-level structure. Fig. 8 shows the 
ROC curve for the two-level STC. The ROC curve has been 
plotted through changing the abnormality threshold over 
f1SRC+ f2SRC. The SRC values above the threshold are regarded 
as abnormality. For comparison, the ROC curve for the one-
level STC is also shown in Fig. 8. As it can be seen in this 
figure, compared to the one-level STC, the two-level STC 

Fig. 6. Four discovered traffic phases in QMUL Junction dataset by the second level STC
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achieves higher performance in abnormality detection.
The Area Under ROC (AUROC), True Positive Rate (TPR) 
and False Positive Rate (FPR) values for abnormality 
detection using the two-level STC are reported in Table 2. 
For comparison, we also report the AUROC, TPR and FPR 
values of the one-level STC, PLSA, LDA and FSTM and also 
the two-level PLSA, LDA and FSTM in Table 2. As it can be 
seen in this table, compared to the one-level topic models, 
the two-level topic models lead to better performance in 
abnormal event detection. Among different topic models, 
the best result is achieved by using the two-level STC with 
the values of AUROC=74% and FPR=26.4% (TPR=75%). 
This achievement is because of the two-level structure that 
finds the abnormalities in two levels, activity anomalies and 
traffic phase anomalies, which cannot be achieved by a one-
level structure. Moreover, advantages of the non-probabilistic 
topic model, STC, lead to achieve higher performance in 
abnormality detection, compared to the probabilistic topic 
models (PLSA, LDA and FSTM). 
5- 5- Computational Complexity
Our experiments have been performed on an Intel CoreTM 
i7-4790 3.6 GHz CPU with 32 GB RAM, running Linux 

(Ubuntu 14.04). Using Python implementation, our two-level 
STC method takes about 7 minutes for training model on 73 
12-second 360×288-pixel clips in QMUL Junction dataset. 

Fig. 7. Results of temporal video segmentation for: left) training video clips, right) test video clips; a) ground truth,
b) the two-level STC result

Fig. 8. The ROC curves for the one-level and two-level STC
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Testing 39 12-second clips with the same resolution and the 
same dataset, for spatial abnormal event detection, requires 
about 3 seconds. For one-level STC, training and testing takes 
about 6 minutes and 2.5 seconds, respectively. This shows 
that the computational overhead of our two-level approach 
over one-level one is very low.

6- Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical motion pattern mining 
method to interpret a dynamic surveillance video scene. A two-
level STC model is introduced to discover both activities and 
traffic phases in the video. In the first level STC, the clusters 
of topics are modeled as a mixture of topics. After that, all the 
documents are modeled as a mixture of the clusters of topics 
by the second level STC. Experiments on a real surveillance 

videos show that the two-level STC can discover not only the 
lower level activities but also the higher level traffic phases, 
which makes a more appropriate interpretation. Furthermore, 
temporal video segmentation and anomaly detection may 
also be achieved based on the results.
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